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Pagan Pride Day Information
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1. Who is invited to Pagan Pride Day? Pagan Pride Day is open to the
general public, whether Pagan or non-Pagan. The purpose of our event
is to encourage tolerance through education and information.
2. Are the rituals open to everyone? Yes, our rituals are open to all those
attending the event, including children as long as they can behave in a
respectful and mature manner.
3. What charities are you helping? We are collecting donations in place of
admission for The Foodbank Program operated by the Frederick
Community Action Agency and the Adoption Center at Frederick County
Animal Control. We can also accept cash donations for Frederick CUUPS
(the group that organizes and staffs Frederick Pagan Pride Day).
4. Respect & Responsibility You are responsible for your welfare and the
welfare of any children in your care, as well as any personal property in
your care. Please remember that your children are your responsibility
and must remain under your supervision at all times, including when
they are participating in Children’s Programming events – Frederick
Pagan Pride does not provide child care services. We expect everyone
to: respect all participants, including those whose spiritual tradition,
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, race, etc, differ from yours;
be quiet in designated quiet areas/times and ritual spaces; be honest,
trustworthy and considerate in dealing with others including Frederick
Pagan Pride Staff, Vendors, and attendees (Pagan and non-Pagan alike).
5. Vendors While we do have vendors at Frederick Pagan Pride, please be
aware that these vendors do not represent the organization in any way
and FPP is not responsible for any information they may share or any
products that they may sell during the event.
6.

Photography & Media Frederick Pagan Pride is a public, camerafriendly event. Your entry into this event constitutes your implied
consent to be photographed and to have the resulting photographs
published in print or online.
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Frederick Pagan Pride Day is organized by
The Frederick Covenant Of Unitarian Universalist Pagans
(Frederick CUUPS)
Frederick CUUPS is an official member of
the national Covenant of Unitarian
Universalist Pagans (CUUPS), an
organization dedicated to networking
Pagan-identified Unitarian Universalists,
educating people about Paganism,
promoting interfaith dialogue, developing
Pagan liturgies and theologies, and
supporting Pagan-identified UU religious
professionals.
Frederick CUUPS Mission Statement:
We, the Frederick CUUPS (Covenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans) group of
the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Frederick, honor the UUA 7th
principle; “Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are
a part”. We provide support to all seeking to live a life more in balance with
nature by exploring the teachings and traditions of various pagan and Earthcentered religions and philosophies.
We adhere to the mission statement of UUCF, National CUUPS, and the
principles of the Unitarian Universalist Association. We promote personal
responsibility and integrity, diversity and compassion, competency and
education in the pursuit of spiritual balance.
We offer our talents and abilities in service to our fellow congregants at UUCF
and the greater Frederick community by providing celebrations to honor the
Earth and its cycles. We seek both mirth and reverence, and we honor the
Divine in many forms.
Frederick CUUPS media:
www.FrederickCUUPS.com
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/FrederickCUUPS
Newsletter: https://frederickcuups.com/newsletter

Festival Schedule
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Time
10 am

Schedule of Events
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Activity
Opening Ritual With Frederick CUUPS

Location
Event Field

Led by Frederick CUUPS (Covenant of Unitarian
Universalist Pagans) Acting President Irene, our
family-friendly Opening Ritual will establish Sacred
Space for the duration of Frederick Pagan Pride Day.

11 am

Children’s Programming Track
Parents of our younger pagans are invited to join us
in our magical fairy children’s activity area for
activities such as magic wand making, bird feeder
creation, interactive children’s altar, story time and
so much more! This is not a drop off area or
childcare- children must be accompanied by a
parent or guardian at all times in the children’s area.
Children’s programs run all day but will be closed
during main rituals.

11 am

The One. The Many. Intersectional Living.
When all is said and done, we are all one. Yet, we
celebrate the unique expression of Spirit in each of
us. How do we balance our One-ness and Many-ness?
In a facilitated conversation, let’s learn from each
other about our shared common ground and unique
spiritual practices. Led by members of Stone Circle
Wicca

11 am

Kundalini Yoga
Enjoy a brief intro to Kundalini Yoga with Sangeet
Angad Kaur. This workshop will explore what
Kundalini Yoga is and how it differs from what many
people picture “yoga” to be. Learn about breathing,
mudras, energy channels and more. A kriya (a set of
exercises) and a meditation will follow.

12 pm

Ritual: Blót to Aegir, God of Hospitality
Aegir is the Norse God of the sea, the brewer of the
best beer, and god of hospitality. In these times, we
often forget what it means to be a hospitable host,
and also what it means to be a good guest. We invite
you to join your fellow attendees to come and
celebrate the blessings of Aegir. Led by Scott
Mohnkern, beginner-friendly.

Rainbow
Garden

Workshop
Area One

Workshop
Area Two

Workshop
Area One

Schedule of Events
Time
12 pm

Activity
Queering Your Magickal Practice
For LGBTQIAP+ people, certain “traditional” aspects
of various magickal practices may feel somewhat
alienating. In this workshop, learn how myth cycles
and ritual components can be adapted and viewed
through a queer lens to be more all-inclusive and
empower everyone, particularly people who are too
often marginalized in our society. With Annie Lynsen.

1 pm

Entertainment: Kindred Crow and Luna Aerial
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Location
Workshop
Area Two

Stage

Luna Aerial Dance and Performing Arts is an aerial
dance company in Frederick MD open to curious
minds of all ages, genders, and body types. Luna’s
performance will feature Aerial Silks, Lyra, Static
Trapeze and more! Kindred Crow will provide the
music: a high - energy acoustic experience frequently
described as a little bit Celtic, a little bit Tribal, and a
ton of fun.

2 pm

Mabon Ritual with the
Assembly of the Sacred Wheel

Event
Field

When the heartbeat drums call, join us as we weave
all of our unique energies together, blessing our
donations of food, and re-enchanting our world. We
will be standing or sitting in a chair in a circle for
about 25 minutes, and enlivening our chakras with
vision and voice.

3 pm

Troupe Anam Cara

Stage

Anam Cara is a local belly dance troupe out of
Frederick, MD. Specializing in belly dance fusion, the
Troupe combines elements of belly dance and other
dance forms to create unique and inspiring
performances.

3 pm

Hellenic Harvest Ritual
The Potomac Valley Palladium Demos of Hellenion
will lead a simple Hellenic-based ritual of thanks
honoring the Gods of harvest and hearth. You don’t
need to be Hellenic to join in. Come toss some grain
and ululate with us!

Workshop
Area Two
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Schedule of Events
Time
3 pm

Activity
Faerie Resilience: Reclaim Your Wonder
Techniques for appreciation, bliss, health and
whimsy. Faeries and the ancestors of humans had a
lot in common. Today’s humans have high rates of
depression; what has changed? How can we be
happy in this human-dominated world? Come, let’s
talk about the possibilities of balance and pleasure in
a world filled with concrete, junk food, traffic and cell
phones.

4 pm

Drum Circle & Fire Spinning
Bring your hand percussion and join in the
celebration! Facilitated by Kindred Crow
percussionist Rachel Elizabeth

4 pm

Coyote’s Ritual Adventures in the Desert
With the end of summertime, and the start of the
new school year, many pagan folks find that the
holidays of Fall Equinox and Samhain represent “new
year/new goals” types of energies (more so than
January 1st!). Join Monika in a Druid ritual to honor
these healing magics and to work with Coyote in
preparing for the upcoming new year. We will create
sacred space, journey to Coyote’s desert, seek out
“lost things” and leave behind our offerings of broken
goals that no longer serve us. Aaaaoooooooooo!

5 pm

Closing Ritual with the Universal Temple of
Spirits
Join us as we round out the event by thanking Spirits
who have accompanied us on our experiences
through the day. The Universal Temple of Spirits is a
celebratory group practicing in the Global Spirits
tradition. It is a possession-based working. The
celebrations welcome all Spirits from around the
Globe in love. Rituals are theme-based rather than
pantheon-based and incorporate what we have in
common as humans: shared food, dance, song,
drumming, art, and possession trance. Global Spirits
is a harm-none tradition.

Location
Workshop
Area Two

Event
Field
Workshop
Area Two

Event
Field

Vintage inspired elegance. A mobile
disc jockey service, celebrating our
client's unique individual style.
Website for pricing.
www.thedapperdjs.com

An award winning modern tribal
style belly dance troupe from MD.
www.naimahdances.com
www.artofthebelly.com

Event Sponsors
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RM Benefits of Maryland
RM Benefits of Maryland specializes in
working with multiple Insurance Carriers to
build custom packages which provide
individuals and small businesses with the
Health, Dental, Life and Supplemental
Insurance coverage they need, while
controlling costs. Their goal is to make
things easy, understandable, and affordable
for both our business and individual clients.
Lost Colonies Larp
Lost Colonies is an imaginative, immersive
live-action roleplaying community for
individuals aged 16+ and for families, in the
DC, Maryland, and Virginia area. Create
your character and join other players in a
world of exploration and discovery for
weekend-long expeditions, or one-day
adventures in the newly discovered land of
Torakand. We are a friendly, supportive
place to learn to larp and we welcome
players of all experience levels to join us.
Check us out at LostColoniesLarp.com for
more details
The Stone Circle Tradition of Wicca
The Stone Circle Tradition of Wicca is a Wiccan mystery tradition which exists to
promote the spiritual development of Dedicants and Initiates; to encourage
responsible fulfillment of diverse Wiccan vocations to priest/esshood; and to
offer service to to all in Earth’s Household and to the Divine Spirit of the
Universe, One and Many, Male, Female, Both, and Neither.
Stone Circle Council
The mission of Stone Circle Council, LLC is to build a safe and supportive religious
community, to support and nurture the people that comprise it rather than only
the places where they gather. We intend to fulfill this mission by holding regular
religious ceremonies, spiritual festivals, and fellowship opportunities, by
empowering our members to organize and offer their own ceremonial events,
and by providing a welcoming environment in which individuals can join us in
worship and community. We will focus our intention through the ceremonial
raising of stones in any place they are welcomed, needed, and honored.

Event Sponsors
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san Fhàsach
Listen:The trees are speaking, the stones and waters are singing,
The WILD opens like the seasons before you... We are a contemplative
pan-Druid/pan-Pagan group that visits wild locations around the greater
DC area. Join us for hiking, walking, meditations, camping,
swimming/wading, plant walks, park cleanups, foraging trips (forays),
book groups, sacred chats, workshops, occasional special rituals (like
wassailing, tree-blessings, meditations, or joining with local
organizations to celebrate the Big 8) and other activities.
The Turning Point
The Turning Point has been providing affordable care for the health of
our community since 2007, giving more than 80,000 low-cost
acupuncture treatments over the past 12 years! Acupuncture is a great
tool for managing pain, stress, and everything stemming from pain or
stress: headaches, insomnia, TMJ, digestive issues, anxiety, depression,
PTSD, fibromyalgia, grief and more. Acupuncture helps people who are
struggling with infertility or chronic illnesses. Many people use it not
because there’s anything really “wrong” with them, but simply because
they like how they feel after receiving it…and at $20 per visit,
acupuncture at The Turning Point is affordable enough to do that!
www.TheTurningPointAcupuncture.com 240-405-7878

What is Stone Circle Wicca?
The Stone Circle Tradition of Wicca (USA) is a Wiccan mystery tradition which
exists to promote the spiritual development of Dedicants and Initiates; to encourage
responsible fulfillment of diverse Wiccan priestly vocation; and to offer service to all
in Earth’s Household; and to honor the Divine Spirit of the Universe, One and
Many, Male, Female, All, and None.

Classes Leading to Initiation

Meeting once each moon for a year and a day (13 moons). The class introduces
students to core ethical, cosmological, liturgical, and theological teachings and trains
each student to design and lead public ceremony. Each class focuses on religion,
ritual, and magic; the use of 13 blessed tools in a body knowledge: The Cord, The
Book, The Drum, The Blade, The Censer, The Dish, The Cauldron, The Schmatta,
The Chalice, The Bowl, The Mirror, The Candle, The Wand.
SCW (USA) classes meet in-person and online in several cities concurrently. Classes
meet on the 1st or 2nd Saturday of the month (1pm – 4pm EST)
with a required Midterm Ritual, Final Ritual and an optional Ritual of Initiation.

Learn more about SCW (USA) by
Studying with SCW (USA) classes March 2021 - April 2022
Participating with SCW (USA) in events hosted by SCW (USA)
Red Dragon 2021, February13th, 2020, near College Park, MD
Interdependence Day, July 3-6, 2020, near Flintstone, MD
Attending events with SCW (USA)
Stone Circle Council (see SCC’s amazing 18-month calendar!)
Blue Ridge Beltane May 14 - 17, Buffalo Gap Retreat Center, WV

Please Visit: StoneCircleWicca.org

Visiting Groups
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Luna Aerial Dance and Performing Arts
Luna Aerial Dance and Performing Arts is an aerial dance company in
Frederick MD open to curious minds of all ages, genders, and body
types. Luna is a safe and supportive space where you can explore all of
the amazing things of which your body is capable. Learn the skills you
need to express yourself on a variety of apparatuses and come together
with like-minded people who want to use their bodies for something
greater than the mundane.
The Fellowship of the Ancient White Stag
FAWS is a coven of the Assembly of the Sacred Wheel serving DC,
Virginia, and Maryland since 2006. Our emphasis is on self-development
and connection with deity through guided meditations, pathworkings
and embodiment of the divine. We are devoted to service – to the
community, to the land, and to the divine. Stop by our booth to learn
more about our coven, our tradition, and the New Alexandria’s Library!
The Fellowship Beyond The Star
The Fellowship aims to provide a safe space for Pagans of a non-Wiccan
bent to discuss their path and religious/spiritual interests. We are
welcoming of all faiths and do not wish to promote an anti-Wiccan
atmosphere; however, our aim is to provide a space for individuals of
other paths to discuss and concentrate on our various Pagan paths.
Fertile Ground Gathering
Fertile Ground Gathering is a Beltane festival created to bring together
the Pagan community; helping to build and strengthen the bonds
among those who walk the Pagan Paths in the greater Washington DC
area. Fertile Ground is family-inclusive and offers fantastic workshops,
empowering rituals, spectacular entertainment, drum circles and
dancing around nightly bonfires, cabin camping, delicious meals, some
very special guests and of course, dancing around the maypole!
Hallowed Homecoming Samhain Retreat
Hallowed Homecoming is a 3-day retreat in the cabins and woods of
Prince William Forest Park in Northern Virginia. Here, we step into
sacred space to celebrate the end of the harvest and the new year; to
connect with our ancestors; to learn; and to come together as a
community. Join us as we mingle with the Ancestors, the Divine, and
each other in the woods! We offer in-depth workshops, rituals,
drumming, community, support, and great food.

Visiting Groups
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The Potomac Valley Palladium Demos of Hellenion
The Potomac Valley Palladium Demos of Hellenion is a local branch of
the global organization Hellenion. We get together regularly to offer
kleos to the Gods of Hellas and share fellowship. The Palladium serves
the greater DC/Baltimore metropolitan region.
Planned Parenthood of Maryland (PPM)
Planned Parenthood of Maryland (PPM) is a not-for-profit family
planning agency that provides high-quality, affordable reproductive
health care for women, men and teens. Many of our patients have no
other health care available to them. Our mission is to enable all
Marylanders to have access to a wide range of high quality, affordable
reproductive health care services. By providing medical services,
education, training, and advocacy, PPM seeks to help individuals make
informed decisions about their reproductive health, family planning
options, and sexuality.
Sacred Space Foundation
The Sacred Space Conference is the premier annual esoteric conference
on the East Coast for intermediate to advanced practitioners. Meeting
in March in the Washington, DC/Baltimore area, each year our featured
teachers and a host of highly qualified regional teachers offer a wide
variety of workshops and rituals developed for a more advanced
audience. Our attendees tell us that they are particularly grateful for the
opportunity to pursue their continuous development in the company of
their peers across many magickal traditions

Food Vendors
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Wanderly Wagon
Wanderly Wagon started up in 2018 and serves tasty treats from breakfast to
dessert. We offer all natural shaved ice, a flavor station and and shaved ice
dessert creations with homemade toppings, a variety of big beef hotdogs with
unique toppings, seasonal grain and veggie salads, rotating vegetarian and
healthy options, agua frescas, fresh lemonade, smoothies, coffee, and more.
The Sacred Kitchen
Unique Indian and global cuisine that is vegan, locally sourced, and utilizes as
many organic ingredients as possible.
Whistle Punk Farm Food Truck
Whistle Punk Farm Food Truck prepares delicious farm to table fare on site for
community and private events using ingredients grown and raised by local,
sustainable farmers in Frederick and Washington Counties

Vendor’s Alley
Raven’s Own
Raven’s Own swirls together the quirky, the spiritual, the kinky, and the
beautiful for their handmade jewelry, tools, curios, and more. Readings
from their unique divination system, the Kahina Stones, will also be
available!
L&M Crafts
L&M Crafts is a small family business. We have been selling to the public
for over 15 years and we try to keep our prices low. We even share our
discounts with our customers. Shipping is not a problem. Our shop
carries various Wiccan/Pagan products as well as body jewelry and hand
poured candles.
Karmalet
Karmalet is your place to shop for priced-to-sell jewelry and hand-made
New-Age items. Ranging from gem stone pendants to portable altar
boxes and wands, our product line has something for everyone.
The House of Opal
The House of Opal is a mystickal place where one can learn holistic
healing (Reiki, Angel Healing, Chakra healing, etc.). We also have a
product side to our store where we carry all things magickal: Tarot
decks, pagan books, Witch’s salt, crystals, herbs, oils, etc. Come in and
look around our booth. We are happy to serve you!

Vendor’s Alley
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Unclaimed Treasures
Unclaimed Treasures is a unique collection of handcrafted jewelry,
accessories, fantastical oddities, and hand collected vintage and
upcycled treasures. With something for everyone from the Crafty
Goddess to the Woodland Witch, and the Steampunk Pixie to the
Wasteland Warrior, owner and designer, Shannon M. crafts
extraordinary pieces that empower and delight.
The Wicked Wand Shoppe
The Wicked Wand Shoppe was created by two souls on a journey to
create a little magic. We work with the properties of wood, clay, stones,
and plants as we hand craft wands, besoms, crystal ball stands, candle
holders, pendulums, oils, altar tools, and curiosities. Each creation is
given great thought and respect from start to finish, as we let the
materials dictate their final design and purpose.
Hennamorphosis
Hennamorphosis is happy to provide custom, freehand henna body art
for any body. We use only safe, homemade henna paste using all
natural ingredients. Glitter to top off your design is optional, but
encouraged!
P’s Cupboard
P’s Cupboard offers a variety of handmade craft items, including
decorated wreaths and brooms suitable for any Pagan home or hearth
and a whimsical selection of crocheted critters, including frogs, kittens,
owls and song birds. We also have open-fingered crocheted gloves in
several patterns, perfect for the person who’s typing, writing, or driving
and still needs to use their fingertips. All crocheted items are machine
washable and dryable.
Annie’s Blessed Bead
Ann White, owner of Annie’s Blessed Bead, LLC, has been in the
Maryland Pagan Community for over 30 years. I combined my love of
jewelry with her sci-fi/fantasy/Pagan roots to bring the community
unique creations that can be worn any time. Annie’s Blessed Bead
features a variety of styles, from simple knotted strands to intricate
pieces made with delicate seed beads. I love to play with colors and
shapes!

Vendor’s Alley
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The Modern Heathen
The Modern Heathen offers divination using the runes, counseling,
healing, books, and beautiful knit clothing that is as much art as it is
clothing. Feel to stop by and peruse our goods, get a reading, or just
stop by talk, and ask questions. We can also arrange for presenters for
your local pagan gathering on a variety of Norse (and non Norse) topics.
Purring Banshee Studios
Spiritual jewelry, ornaments, and decorations. Pride necklaces. Vocal
recordings. Chant cds. Pottery. All handmade by sole proprietor
priestess.
Wizards Tower
We are Artisans & Purveyors of unique high-quality essentials for
working magic; clothing, jewelry, magic wands and accessories. Kevin &
Jim have been serving the needs of the Community for over 10 years.
We are specialists to the Intermediate & Advanced Magical & Ritual
Practitioners. Specifically, Kevin makes hand-carved wooden spoons and
other treeware, magic wands and other specialty wood products; and
Jim makes 4 styles of capes, tarot card/sacred object bags and
messenger bags, altar cloths, ritual shawls and stoles, drawstring pants,
Wizard/Witches Robes, Traveling Cloaks and 3 styles of ceremonial
vests. Jim specializes in Garb and Ritual Garments for men. Both men
also create a line of unique Celtic/Wiccan/Pagan jewelry.
Wild Thing Pottery
Wild Thing Pottery specializes in whimsical, handcrafted pottery that is
both fun and functional. We carry an array of magickal items to aid in
aspects of your practice including herb strippers, goddess spoons,
meditative necklaces, rune sets, fae offering sets, and dragon scale/tree
textured items.
Serendipities
Serendipities is a pagan-owned family business local to Northern
Virginia that has three streams: divination services, spiritual and energy
healing services, and devotional and spell jewelry. We aim to promote
whole-self wellness and provide spiritual assistance. To that end, we
work out of our home, run an online shop, have a blog, and also offer
workshops at local community events on a range of topics in healing,
paganism, and witchcraft.

Vendor’s Alley
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Moonhaven School of Magic
Moonhaven is a face-to-face spiritual & magical community with a
growing curriculum for those interested in exploring a magical practice.
Currently, we are offering workshops & events that cover the
fundamentals of magic, divination, practical craft, ritual, and more.
MoonHaven is a pop-up school in the Frederick area that partners with
local businesses to deliver exciting metaphysical content and education
with a focus on empowering the individual students to carve out their
own practice of magic, no matter what path is calling to them most
strongly. We offer private readings in Norse Runes, Tarot, and Celtic
Oracle, and will soon be launching our one-on-one, face-to-face
mentorship program for those looking to deepen their practice with
personal support and guidance. MoonHaven is excited to serve the
community of spiritual seekers who are ready to teach, learn, and share
their magic and wisdom!
Phoenix and Peacock
Phoenix and Peacock is a blend of Fantasy and Feather handcrafted
creations! My product line includes Handmade dragons, sage fans, sage
bundles & sage sprays. I also sell crystals, tarot decks of the unusual
variety, journals and handcrafted feather pens!
Tempered Raven
We at Tempered Raven believe a custom blade is more than a pretty
display piece – it is a tool. Each piece we craft, regardless if hand-crafted
or hand-forged, serves a purpose for its owner and much like any other
tool, whether practical or ceremonial, it should be reliable and long
lasting; an heirloom passed from one generation to the next. This is why
we pour our sweat and tears (and sometimes blood) into each blade
until they are hardened and tempered for use and abuse. Just because
our blades are tools, doesn’t mean they should not look beautiful, which
is why we focus our attention on details like handle material, pins,
stippling, or the trueness of each blade. Only by remaining dedicated to
the purpose of each piece do we remain true to our craft.
Hobbit Hollow Crafts
Hobbit Hollow specializes in fabric crafts and natural stone jewelry. We
have gifts for everyone on your list! New items each season. This year
featuring refurbished and recycled Vera Bradley bags!

Vendor’s Alley
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Shining Keys
Shannon Humm & Keiden Bren are the queer, pagan artists that
created Shining Keys. This dynamic duo, based out of Baltimore, love to
travel, teach, and play. Their crafts include but are not limited to: metal,
dyed fabric/clothing, wood, jewelry, leather, sacred art, and magical
tools. In an attempt to be environmentally and economically conscious,
Shannon and Keiden try to upcycle and re-use as many materials as they
can for their work. They are grateful for the opportunities to connect
and share with so many people.
Dragonfly Winery
Love Happiness Sangria- refreshing, thirst-quenching sangria with no
preservatives made with premium wine. Produced locally from the only
Maryland winery that makes the most delicious sangria. Tasting is
believing.
Wyrd Armouries
Cynthia and Nathaniel create handmade one of a kind ritual tools from
natural materials such as bone, wood, horn, and leather.
Szobrász Studio
Ferenc Gregor, Maryland based artist, utilizing natural materials, such as
wood, horn, fossil ivories, and stone. He is self taught through years of
practice, study, and experimentation with both old and new technique
elements in various mediums and styles. He has completed thousands
of works in various medium for government, private, and commercial
applications internationally, including the National Cryptologic
Memorial ”THEY SERVED IN SILENCE” for the Dept. of Defense featured
on the Discovery channel.
New Alexandrian Library
The NAL Store is a non-profit traveling store that sets up at 5 or 6 pagan
events each year. We sell items that have been donated to us, to raise
money for the ongoing maintenance of The ASW’s New Alexandrian
Library. We sell a great variety of magickal items, ranging from tools,
books, tarot cards and other divination tools, drums and other
instruments, items one might place on one’s altar, attire, and artwork.
Our aim is to have something of interest to everyone and to offer it at a
good price.
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Upcoming Events with Frederick CUUPS
Alternating Thursday Nights, 7 pm
Blackfeather Mystery School
Friday, October 4th, 7:45 pm
Open Blòt with Elk Ridge Kindred
Sunday, October 6th, 1 pm
Workshop: Animism and the Godless Wild
Sunday, October 13th, 10:30 am
Earth Centered Spirituality Service
Sunday, October 13th, 7 pm
Full Moon Labyrinth Walk
Saturday, October 26th, 7:45 pm
Open Samhain Ritual
Monday, October 28th, 6:30 pm
Dark Moon Drum Circle
Sunday, November 3rd, 1 pm
Workshop: Orlog, Wyrd and Luck
Saturday, November 9th, 7 pm
Legends Lodge Tavern
Sunday, November 10th, 10:30 am
Earth Centered Spirituality Service
More information at www.FrederickCUUPS.com
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A Word of Thanks
On behalf of the Frederick CUUPS Board, I’d like to
thank you for attending the fifth annual Frederick
Pagan Pride Day! We hope you had a wonderful
time, learned new information and connected with
our amazing community in a meaningful way.
Planning for Frederick Pagan Pride Day 2020 will
begin over the winter. If you’d like to be involved,
email frederickpaganpride@gmail.com or let one of
the board members know. To stay up to date with all
things Frederick Pagan Pride, follow us on Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/
FrederickPaganPride
or visit the web page:

www.frederickpaganpride.com
With deepest love and gratitude,
Irene Glasse
(Frederick Pagan Pride Day Coordinator)

